On the measurement of susceptibility in epidemiologic studies.
Although relative effects of risk factors (relative risks) are commonly used in epidemiologic studies of disease, these measures do not provide estimates of the proportion of persons who are "susceptible" to the risk factor. Susceptibility may be defined under a simple sufficient cause model as the underlying factor (or set of factors) sufficient to make a person contract a disease following exposure. The authors derive simple estimates of the proportion of susceptibles in a population based on relative risk, and disease and exposure frequencies. The proportion of susceptibles increases with increasing disease frequency and relative risk but declines at high exposure frequency. For many chronic diseases with a lifetime risk in the range of 1-10 per cent, rare exposures suggest the presence of a large proportion of susceptibles, whereas common exposures suggest fewer susceptibles in the population. The estimation of the proportion of susceptibles is important in the search for genetic and environmental factors that interact with measured risk factors in etiologic studies of disease.